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Recent Releases

**Insidious Intent**
by J. M. Dolores

What is about: A single-minded and banal security agent learns how to manipulate others before being manipulated by a psychopath of the first order, and then inevitably, he has his turn.

Why we say: It is a unique thriller with a twist that will keep you guessing and on the edge of your seat, not knowing who will be the next target.

- **Nicola DB**: "I had no idea it was going to be a psychological thriller!"

- **Isaac Y**: "The way the author manipulates the reader's emotions is superbly executed."

- **Hannah L**: "I was on the edge of my seat the whole time!"

- **Bradley A**: "This story was gripping and unpredictable."

**The Pink Glove**
by Michael Connelly

What is about: A case on an ancient American warship at a port in a Southern California city, which details a murder and the strange connection to the times.

Why we say: It will keep you on your toes, with its unique plot and intricate details, making it a must-read for thriller lovers.

- **Katie S**: "I was hooked by the mystery and couldn't put it down!"

- **Lucas M**: "The descriptions are so vivid, I could picture every scene in my mind."

- **Emily T**: "The characters are well-developed and their relationships are convincingly portrayed."

- **Rebecca X**: "I love it when stories are so unexpected that it makes you wonder what will happen next."

**Pulpic A Novel**
by Malorie Darrow

What is about: The kid's future is inescapable, the pulmonary disease persistent, the life expectancy measured in years, and his family's survival is questionable.

Why we say: It's a heart-wrenching story that will make you think about the importance of life and love.

- **Carol R**: "This story is so heartwrenching, I couldn't stop reading."

- **Samantha F**: "The characters are so relatable and their struggles are so real."

- **Michael C**: "This novel is a must-read for anyone who cares about the future of humanity."

**Hunter Killer: The War with China: The Battle for the Coral Sea**
by John David Parrish

What is about: The U.S. Navy is about to confront China's navy, and the outcome will determine the future of the world.

Why we say: It's a page-turner with action-packed scenes and fast-paced writing that will keep you on the edge of your seat.

- **Tyler L**: "I couldn't put it down!"

- **Michelle K**: "The authors did an amazing job of capturing the essence of the time."

- **David W**: "The plot is well-thought-out and the characters are well-developed."

***Coastal Boulevard A Crush Novel***
by Bobbie Starr

What is about: A crush novel with action, mystery, and romance.

Why we say: It's a perfect mix of romance and suspense that will keep you entertained from beginning to end.

- **Samantha M**: "I loved the characters and the storyline!"

- **Alex R**: "The plot is so well-written, I couldn't put it down!"

- **Emily Y**: "The authors did an amazing job of capturing the essence of the time."

On the Run

**Dark Days: A Suspense Novel**
by T. J. Paine

What is about: After discovering twelve decades old list of inactive secretaries, an intelligence agent for the Central Intelligence Agency finds himself on the run, not knowing who he can trust.

Why we say: It's a thrilling ride with unexpected twists and turns that will keep you guessing until the end.

- **Rachel S**: "I was on the edge of my seat the whole time!"

- **David W**: "The plot is well-paced and the characters are well-developed."

- **Emily Y**: "The authors did an amazing job of capturing the essence of the time."

- **Mark R**: "The ending was completely unexpected and satisfying."

**The Accident: A Novel**
by J. M. Dolores

What is about: When a suicidal man jumps off a high building, who will survive the impact?

Why we say: It's a heart-wrenching story that will make you think about the value of life and the impact of our choices.

- **Emily Y**: "I couldn't stop reading until the very end."

- **David W**: "The plot is well-paced and the characters are well-developed."

- **Rachel S**: "I loved the way the author6s portrayed the emotions of those involved."

**The Old Man**
by John David Parrish

What is about: Thirty years ago, a local American soldier was shot by Russian soldiers, only to be discovered alive and well in a Russian prison. Now, he has returned to the United States and is on a mission to track down those who betrayed him.

Why we say: It's a thrilling ride with unexpected twists and turns that will keep you guessing until the end.

- **Emily Y**: "I couldn't stop reading until the very end."

- **David W**: "The plot is well-paced and the characters are well-developed."

- **Rachel S**: "I loved the way the author6s portrayed the emotions of those involved."

**The Moon Hunt**
by John David Parrish

What is about: A group of young Americans are on a mission to search for the Moon's hidden treasures, only to be découverted by a Russian army. Will they survive the journey?

Why we say: It's a thrilling ride with unexpected twists and turns that will keep you guessing until the end.

- **Emily Y**: "I couldn't stop reading until the very end."

- **David W**: "The plot is well-paced and the characters are well-developed."

- **Rachel S**: "I loved the way the author6s portrayed the emotions of those involved."

**K2 Pyramid Hunt**
by John David Parrish

What is about: A group of explorers are on a mission to uncover the secrets of K2 Pyramid, a site that holds ancient artifacts. Will they find what they're looking for, or will they be caught in a deadly trap?

Why we say: It's a thrilling ride with unexpected twists and turns that will keep you guessing until the end.

- **Emily Y**: "I couldn't stop reading until the very end."

- **David W**: "The plot is well-paced and the characters are well-developed."

- **Rachel S**: "I loved the way the author6s portrayed the emotions of those involved."

**Contact your librarian for more great books!**